Molecular basis of axonal dysfunction and traffic impairments in CMT.
Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease (CMT) is one of the most common inherited neurological disorders. It comprises a group of diseases caused by mutations in genes involved in Schwann cells homeostasis and neuronal function that affect the peripheral nerves. So far mutations in more than 33 genes have been identified causing either the demyelinating form (CMT1) or the axonal form (CMT2). Genes involving a large variety of unrelated functions may lead to the same phenotype when mutated. Our review will focus on the common link between genes causing axonal phenotypes like MFN2, KIF1B, DYNC1H1, Rab7, TRPV4, ARSs, NEFL, HSPB1, MPZ, and HSPB8. While KIF1B and DYNC1H1, two genes coding for molecular motors, are directly linked to axonal transport, the involvement of the other CMT2-causing genes in this function is less obvious. However, the last years have seen a growing list of evidence demonstrating that intracellular trafficking and mitochondrial dynamics might be dysfunctional in CMT2, and these mechanisms might present a common link between dissimilar CMT2-causing genes. The involvement of impaired transport in the pathogenesis of other rare neurological diseases or recessive CMT2 is also discussed.